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ABSTRACT The fate of a newly arising beneﬁcial mutation depends on many factors, such as the population size and the availability
and ﬁtness effects of other mutations that accumulate in the population. It has proved difﬁcult to understand how these factors
inﬂuence the trajectories of particular mutations, since experiments have primarily focused on characterizing successful clones emerg-
ing from a small number of evolving populations. Here, we present the results of a massively parallel experiment designed to measure
the full spectrum of possible fates of new beneﬁcial mutations in hundreds of experimental yeast populations, whether these
mutations are ultimately successful or not. Using strains in which a particular class of beneﬁcial mutation is detectable by ﬂuorescence,
we followed the trajectories of these beneﬁcial mutations across 592 independent populations for 1000 generations. We ﬁnd that the
ﬁtness advantage provided by individual mutations plays a surprisingly small role. Rather, underlying “background” genetic variation is
quickly generated in our initially clonal populations and plays a crucial role in determining the fate of each individual beneﬁcial
mutation in the evolving population.
T
HE simplest models of adaptation assume that mutations
are rare, so the fate of each beneﬁcial mutation is de-
cided on its own merits: it increases in frequency (or is lost
due to random drift) at a rate commensurate with its selec-
tive advantage (Ewens 2004). Recent experiments, however,
have shown that even for modestly sized populations, ben-
eﬁcial mutation rates are large enough that multiple muta-
tions will often interfere or spread simultaneously [this is
referred to as “clonal interference” or “multiple mutation
effects” (De Visser et al. 1999; Miralles et al. 1999; Joseph
and Hall 2004; De Visser and Rozen 2006; Desai et al. 2007;
Gresham et al. 2008; Kao and Sherlock 2008; Miller et al.
2011)].
In sexual populations, if recombination is sufﬁciently
common it can break up the linkage between mutations and
ensure that each is selected independently (Peters and Otto
2003). But in asexual populations, or on genomic distance
scales in sexual organisms where recombination is sufﬁ-
ciently rare, the fates of mutations are intertwined. This
means that the fate of each beneﬁcial mutation depends
on many parameters: mutation rate, population size, and
the distribution of ﬁtness effects all control the availability
of competing mutations that can help or hinder the spread
of each new beneﬁcial mutation (Gerrish and Lenski 1998;
Wilke 2004; Desai and Fisher 2007; Fogle et al. 2008;
Rouzine et al. 2008). Despite extensive theoretical work,
we still have no way of predicting how the fate of individual
mutations should depend on all these factors (see Park et al.
2010 for a recent review).
It has also proved difﬁcult to measure experimentally
how these effects determine the fate of individual muta-
tions, although a variety of experimental approaches have
provided insight into these dynamics (see Elena and Lenski
2003; De Visser and Rozen 2006; Hegreness and Kishony
2007; Buckling et al. 2009 for reviews). Some of this work
has inferred the presence of interference effects by observing
how adaptation rates depend on population sizes and mu-
tation rates (De Visser et al. 1999; Desai et al. 2007). This
helps us understand the overall effects of clonal interference
and multiple-mutation effects, but still falls well short of
a direct and detailed description of mutation dynamics in
evolving populations. Other experiments have relied on
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Genetics, Vol. 188, 647–661 July 2011 647genetically labeling different subsets of the population at the
start of an experiment and inferring interference between
mutations on the basis of the increase or decrease in the
frequency of mutations with particular labels (Hegreness
et al. 1996; Kao and Sherlock 2008). This kind of experi-
ment provides some insight into the dynamics of mutations,
but does not allow us to observe the fates of individual
mutations, and focuses only on those that are successful
enough to inﬂuence marker frequencies. Other work has
used sequencing of evolving populations to ﬁnd speciﬁc
examples of clonal interference and multiple-mutation ef-
fects (Bollback and Huelsenbeck 2007; Gresham et al. 2008;
Barrick and Lenski 2009; Barrick et al. 2009; Betancourt
2009). This approach provides a very high-resolution view
of the dynamics of individual mutations, leading to sub-
stantial insight. For example, a recent study by Miller et al.
(2011) used extensive sequencing of adapting phage popu-
lations to distinguish between a variety of theoretical models
for how interference dynamics determine the fate of beneﬁ-
cial mutations. However, sequencing limitations mean that
such studies have generally been restricted to retrospective
analysis of relatively few successful clones emerging from
a small number of evolving lines and hence have lacked sta-
tistical power to investigate how particular factors inﬂuence
the fate of beneﬁcial mutations in general.
To determine which parameters inﬂuence the success of
ab e n e ﬁcial mutation, one would ideally catch beneﬁcial mu-
tations as they arise and follow their trajectories (whether
they are successful or not) as they move through the popu-
lation. Since evolution is a random process and each tra-
jectory would represent just one speciﬁc case, one would
need to observe a large number of such trajectories to
illustrate general trends in how the fate of each mutation is
determined. This strategy requires anticipating beneﬁcial
mutations and having a way of identifying them in the
population once they arise, quickly and efﬁciently. In this
article, we describe a method that allows us to do exactly this
for a particular subset of beneﬁcial mutations. We follow the
trajectories of these mutations over the course of 1000
generations in hundreds of parallel lines and use our
observations as a window into the factors that determine
the fate of these spontaneously arising beneﬁcial mutations.
Our approach relies on our previous observation that, in
yeast, mutations in any one of several genes that eliminate
the ability to mate provide a ﬁtness advantage during long-
term asexual propagation (Lang et al. 2009). The ﬁtness
advantage conferred by sterility is known and can be mod-
ulated by specifying the allele of GPA1, an upstream com-
ponent of the mating pathway: strains carrying the ancestral
(RM) allele gain a 0.6% advantage by becoming sterile,
but strains carrying a derived (BY) allele common to many
laboratory strains gain a 1.5% advantage. Sterility in yeast
provides an ideal system for studying the evolutionary dy-
namics of beneﬁcial mutations: critical parameters, such as
the rate at which these mutations arise and their conferred
ﬁtness advantage, are known and can be modulated. Labo-
ratory populations of yeast can be propagated at a range of
population sizes. Furthermore, the genetic mechanisms un-
derlying sterility are well understood. We emphasize that,
since all our populations are always maintained purely asex-
ually, sterility is not an interesting or important phenotype
itself. We use it here because it allows us to observe, directly
and sensitively, a common class of beneﬁcial mutation
whose dynamics we can track to gain insight into the factors
inﬂuencing the fates of all beneﬁcial mutations.
We begin by describing our method for rapidly assessing
the fraction of sterile cells within a population. We next
describe the details of our large-scale evolution experiment,
tracking the fates of spontaneously arising sterile mutations
in hundreds of evolving asexual populations at two pop-
ulation sizes and for two selective advantages. We show that
in our populations the selective advantage of a mutation
plays only a limited role in determining its ultimate fate. In-
stead, we ﬁnd that underlying background genetic variation—
not preexisting, but quickly generated by many mutations
collectively in initially clonal populations—is of central impor-
tance in determining the fate of any individual mutation. In
addition, we show the trajectories of individual mutations
within evolving populations harbor additional information,
such as the speed (and changes in the speed) of adaptation
and the degree of genetic variation within the population.
We also describe two other classes of repeatedly observed




The strains used in this experiment are derived from the
base strain, DBY15084, a haploid yeast strain derived from
the W303 background with genotype MATa, ade2-1, CAN1,
his3-11, leu2-3,112, trp1-1, URA3, bar1D::ADE2, hmlaD::
LEU2. DBY15095 and DBY15092 carry a ClonNatR-marked
GPA1 allele derived from RM11-1a or BY4741, respectively;
this single-nucleotide change alters the amount of basal sig-
naling through the mating pathway, thereby modulating the
selective beneﬁt conferred by sterility in these two strains
(Lang et al. 2009). To allow us to use ﬂow cytometry to
detect sterility, we ampliﬁed PFUS1-yEVenus from the plas-
mid pNTI37 (Ingolia and Murray 2007) and integrated it at
the URA3 locus of DBY15095 and DBY15092 to generate
strains DBY15104 and DBY15105, respectively, using
oGIL133 (59-ACTGC ACAGA ACAAA AACCT GCAGG
AAACG AAGAT AAATC CTCAC TATAG GGCGA ATTGG-
39) and oGIL134 (59-GTGAG TTTAG TATAC ATGCA TTTAC
TTATA ATACA GTTTG CAATT AACCC TCACT AAAGG-39).
Integrative transformations were performed using standard
yeast procedures (Sherman et al. 1974). Sterile derivatives
of DBY15095 and DBY15092 were generated, targeting the
STE7 gene with the KanMX cassette (DBY15106 and
DBY15107, respectively), using oGIL059 (59-AGTTC TAAGA
648 G. I. Lang, D. Botstein, and M. M. DesaiTTGTG TTGTC C-39) and oGIL060 (59-GGGTT ATTAA
TCGCC TTCGG-39). To generate a reference strain for com-
petitive growth rate assays (DBY15108), ymCherry was am-
pliﬁed from pJHK044 (from John Koschwanez and Andrew
Murray, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Har-
vard University, Cambridge, MA) and integrated at the URA3
locus of DBY15095 using oGIL270 (59-ACTGC ACAGA
ACAAA AACCT GCAGG AAACG AAGAT AAATC TCATA
CACAT ACGAT TTAGG-39) and oGIL271 (59-GTGAG TTTAG
TATAC ATGCA TTTAC TTATA ATACA GTTTG GCGGC
CATCA AAATG TATGG-39).
Long-term evolution
We propagated a total of 592 parallel cultures for 1000
generationswithoutshakingat30 .Wevariedtwoexperimen-
talparameters:thepopulationsizeandtheselectiveadvantage
of sterility. The selective advantage conferred by sterility was
varied by using two ancestral strain backgrounds: DBY15104
andDBY15105.Inmostofthis article, werefer tothesestrains
as “RM” and “BY”, respectively; in the RM strain sterility con-
fers a distribution of selective advantages centered around
0.6%, and in the BY strain it confers a distribution of advan-
tages centered around1.5%(seeResults).For eachpopulation
size and selective advantage we established 148 independent
cultures of the ancestral strain distributed over two 96-well
plates;eachplatecontainedauniquepatternof22blankwells
to detect contamination/cross-contamination events and to
prevent plate misidentiﬁcation.
All liquid handling (the dilutions, the dispensing of
solutions, and the preparation for ﬂow cytometry) was
performed using the Biomek FX (Beckman Coulter, Full-
erton, CA) equipped with a 16-position deck, a multichannel
pod, and a Beckman Stacker Carousel, using AP96 P20
barrier for culture transfers and AP96 P250 tips for media,
glycerol, and PBST transfers. The P20 tips were washed by
pipetting water, ethanol, and air and then were autoclaved;
tips were discarded after three uses. The big population
size cultures were diluted 1:32 (4 ml into a total volume of
128 ml) every 12 hr into fresh YPD; the small population
size cultures were serially diluted 1:32 · 1:32 (1:1024) ev-
ery 24 hr. This propagation regime corresponds to 10 gen-
erations per day. Given a saturation density of  108 cells/ml,
this design corresponds to an effective population size of
 105 in the small populations and 106 in the large popu-
lations (Wahl and Gerrish 2001).
Approximately every 40 generations cultures were assayed
for the presence of sterile mutants (see below) and frozen
down following the addition of 50 ml of 75% glycerol to each
well.Duringtheexperimentwenoticedseveralcontamination
events. Immediately after starting the experiment, we ob-
servedbacterialcontamination.Thisissuewasresolvedbyadd-
ing ampicillin (100 mg/ml)and tetracycline(25 mg/ml)tothe
media. Around generation 700 we observed contamination of
our media source with a standard laboratory yeast strain. This
contamination was detected by observing growth in the blank
wells; however, no laboratory yeast invaded the evolving pop-
ulationsasevidencedbyplatingeachculturetomediaselective
for the contaminating genotype. Twice the experiment was
restartedfromfrozenstock(aftergeneration320,asaplanned
disruption, and after generation 820 following a possible sec-
ond yeast contamination). Reanimated cultures were diluted
1:32 initially and propagated for 12 hr (5 generations) before
resuming the standard propagation and dilution protocol.
Determining the frequency of sterile cells within
a population
The ancestral strains, DBY15104 and DBY15105, contain
a yEVenus reporter responsive to the yeast mating pheromone
(aF). To detect the ratio of sterile to mating-competent cells,
eachplatewasdiluted1:25intoaPCRplatecontaining100ml
YPD1aF(10mg/ml)perwell.Plateswereincubatedat30 for
exactly 6 hr in a thermal cycler and then held at 4  for  4h r .
Plates were spun at 5000 rpm for 2 min in a Beckman Coulter
centrifuge, and the medium was aspirated from the cell pel-
lets. Cells were resuspended in cold PBST (0.5% Tween) and
transferredtoa96-wellplate.TheratioofyEVenus-positiveto
nonﬂuorescent cells was determined using an LSRII ﬂow
cytometer with a high-throughput sampler adaptor for 96-
well plates. Since sterile cells continue to divide during the
6-hr incubation, while mating competent cells do not, the
ratio of yEVenus-positive to nonﬂuorescent cells was con-
verted to a frequency of steriles in the population using
a standard curve (Figure 1B). To construct the standard
curve, we determined the ratio of yEVenus-positive to non-
ﬂuorescent cells following aF induction for known frequen-
cies of sterile (DBY15106 and DBY15107) strains seeded
into a population of ancestral cells. The evolution experi-
ment was begun before this method for determining the
fraction of sterile cells was developed. Therefore, for data
points after generation 270, the inductions were performed
coincident with the dilutions, but for data points prior to
generation 245, the inductions were performed on frozen
cultures.Inthelattercase,thepopulationswerepropagated
for 5 generations to acclimate the cells prior to induction;
however, we noticed than many cultures failed to induce
properly, leading to some spurious measurements for these
e a r l yt i m ep o i n t s( supporting information, Figure S1).
Analyzing trajectories
We deﬁned steriles to be “observed” if we measured a sterile
frequency .0.1% in two consecutive time points. The tra-
jectories were classiﬁed into one of the eight categories
shown in Figure 3B. The initial rate of increase of sterile
mutations, sup, the ﬁnal rate of decrease, sdown, the genera-
tion at which sterile mutations reach 0.1%, tup, and the
generation where they are forced below 0.1%, tdown, were
determined by ﬁtting the equations y ¼ sup(t 2 tup) 1 y0
and y ¼ sdown(tdown 2 t) 1 y0 to the upslopes and down-
slopes, respectively, where y is the natural logarithm of the
ratio of sterile to nonsterile and t is the generation and y0 ¼
ln(1/999), corresponding to 0.1% sterile. Fits were per-
formed in Matlab and the points used for ﬁtting were
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which a particular sterile mutation exists at .0.1%, ttransit,
is calculated as tdown 2 tup. The %max for each population is
the highest observed percent sterile, excluding points sus-
pected to be spurious measurements due to the freeze–thaw
process (see above). For populations with multiple muta-
tions, we recorded multiple values for the applicable param-
eters. All of the extracted parameters are shown in Figure S1
and Table S1.
Fitness assays
To measure the ﬁtness of evolved cultures from frozen stock,
we compared each to a reference strain, labeled with
mCherry, such that ﬁtness is always measured against the
same standard. We were careful to begin the ﬁtness test only
after both strains were growing exponentially. To this end,
we thawed plates of experimental populations and mCherry-
labeled reference strain (DBY15108), diluted each plate
1:32 into fresh medium, and grew them for 12 hr (5
generations) prior to mixing. The experimental and refer-
ence plates were mixed 50:50 and propagated at the
appropriate population size for 30 generations. At gener-
ations 10, 20, and 30, we transferred 4 ml of saturated
culture into 128 ml fresh YPD and incubated it for 3 hr. Cells
were spun down and resuspended in cold PBST and the ratio
of nonﬂuorescent (experimental) and mCherry-positive (ref-
erence) cells was determined by ﬂow cytometry using an
LSRII ﬂow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), count-
ing 50,000 total cells for each sample. The ﬁtness difference
between the experimental and reference strain was calcu-
lated as the rate of the change in the ln ratio of experimental
to reference vs. generations (Hartl 2000). To measure the ﬁt-
ness advantage conferred by sterility alone, we derived spon-
taneous steriles from the ancestral strains by plating cultures
of DBY15104 and DBY15105 onto YPD 1 aF( 1 0mg/ml) and
picking aF-resistant mutants from 18 independent cultures
each. As described above, 50:50 mixtures of growing cultures
of the mutants and the mCherry-labeled reference strain
(DBY15108) were propagated in both the large and the small
bottleneck regimes. Sampling and ﬂow cytometry were per-
formed as described above.
Fluctuation assays
Fluctuation assays (Luria and Delbrück 1943) were performed
on ﬁve clones of DBY15104 and DBY15105 to determine the
mutation rate to a-factor resistance as described previously
(Lang and Murray 2008). Brieﬂy, each clone was grown over-
night to saturation in minimal medium supplemented with
Figure 1 Measuring the fraction of
sterile cells within a population. (A)
Binding of the mating pheromone (aF)
is signaled through the mating pathway,
ultimately resulting in a cell-cycle arrest
and a transcriptional response mediated
by the transcription factor Ste12. To de-
tect mating competency, we put the
ﬂuorescent reporter yEVenus under the
control of a Ste12-responsive promoter.
A mutation in any one of 10 genes within
the mating pathway (green) results in ste-
rility and eliminates aF-induced expres-
sion of yEVenus. In the presence of aF,
mating-competent cells arrest and induce
the ﬂuorescent reporter. Sterile cells,
however, remain dark and continuedivid-
ing, thereby amplifying low-frequency
steriles within a population. (B) Standard
curve showing the ampliﬁcation of ster-
iles following aF inductions of 4, 6, 8,
and 12 hr. For the experiments de-
scribed here, we used a 6-hr induction.
(C) Examples of ﬂow cytometry proﬁles
for cultures with no steriles (left) and
with 1% sterile individuals (right) follow-
ing a 6-hr aF induction.
650 G. I. Lang, D. Botstein, and M. M. Desaihistidine, tryptophan, and uracil. Overnight cultures were di-
luted 1:10,000 into low-glucose minimal medium (0.1% glu-
cose), 10 ml was dispensed into each well of a 96-well plate,
and the plates were sealed with an aluminum plate seal to
prevent evaporation. Cultures were grown for 36 hr at 30 
without shaking, and sterile water was added to bring the
volume up to 70 ml. Twenty-four cultures were pooled,
diluted, and counted in triplicate using a particle counter
(Beckman Coulter) to determine the number of cells per
culture. The remaining 72 cultures were spot plated onto
overdried YPD 1 aF (10 mg/ml) plates to select for mutants
(9 cultures per plate) as described previously (Lang and
Murray 2008). Colonies were counted after 24 hr growth
at 30 . Fluctuation data were analyzed by the Ma–Sandri–
Sarkar maximum-likelihood method (Sarkar et al. 1992;
Foster 2006). Ninety-ﬁve percent conﬁdence intervals were
determined using Equations 24 and 25 from Rosche and
Foster (2000).
Notebook
The complete laboratory notebook describing these experi-
ments is available at http://www.genomics.princeton.edu/
glang/notebooks.htm.
Results and Discussion
We showed previously that mutations within the yeast
mating pathway provide a growth rate advantage and that
this beneﬁt can be modulated such that sterility results in
either a 0.6% (RM) or a 1.5% (BY) ﬁtness advantage (Lang
et al. 2009). Using strains with a ﬂuorescent reporter of
mating ability, we initiated 148 parallel experimental pop-
ulations for each of four propagation regimes: small popu-
lations (Ne ¼ 105) in which sterility provides a 0.6% ﬁtness
advantage (RMS populations), small populations where ste-
rility provides a 1.5% advantage (BYS), big populations
(Ne ¼ 106) where sterility provides a 0.6% advantage (RMB),
and big populations where sterility provides a 1.5% advan-
tage (BYB). Each initially clonal population was propagated
in a static environment by daily (or twice-daily) serial trans-
fer for 1000 generations and assayed for the percentage of
sterile cells in each population approximately every 40
generations.
Of our 592 total experimental lines, a total of 61 were lost
over the course of the experiment, primarily due to the
evolution of phenotypes that interfered with our ability to
assay the frequency of steriles using ﬂow cytometry. We
describe some of these in more detail below. In the remaining
531 populations, we observed steriles at detectable frequen-
cies in 221 populations across the four regimes. A complete
description of all 221 populations is provided in Figure S1.
The fates of beneﬁcial mutations
Once steriles were observed, they experienced four general
fates. The simplest case is a selective sweep: a spontaneous
sterile mutation arises and increases in frequency until it
ﬁxes (Figure 2A). Selective sweeps were observed in only 8
of 221 cases, only at the small population size of the strain in
which steriles provide a 1.5% advantage. More commonly,
sterile alleles rose to some frequency, but were outcompeted
by a more-ﬁt lineage before they were able to ﬁx (clonal
interference, Figure 2B). More complicated trajectories were
also observed, in which sterile strains rise, are subjected to
clonal interference, and then increase in frequency again
(Figure 2C). This could reﬂect a second beneﬁcial mutation
occurring in a declining sterile population or a second sterile
mutation occurring in the background of the competing mu-
tation (as shown). Evidence for these three types of trajec-
tories has been observed in a variety of other experimental
studies, such as the recent work by Miller et al. (2011). We
were surprised to also observe a fourth type of trajectory
where sterile strains rise to some frequency and remain
there for hundreds of generations, suggesting the action of
frequency-dependent selection (Figure 2D). Of 50 putative
examples of this type of trajectory, 38 were deemed spurious
because they gave a false signal due to changes in the re-
sponse to aF. The 12 examples reported here appear to be
genuine examples of frequency-dependent selection. We are
currently exploring this phenomenon; a more complete de-
scription of these populations will be presented elsewhere.
Since each trajectory represents only one possible out-
come, we looked at the frequency at which each type of
outcome was observed across our many independent pop-
ulations to illustrate general trends in how the fate of
beneﬁcial mutations depends on the population size and on
the selective advantage that they provide. This distribution
of outcomes is illustrated in Figure 3. To rule out the possi-
bility that our observations of the outcomes and dynamics of
sterile mutations in BY and RM lines are due to difference in
mutation rates in the two strains used in this experiment, we
measured the mutation rate to sterility in the ancestral
strain backgrounds (Table 1), using the ﬂuctuation method
of Luria and Delbrück. We found no difference in the muta-
tion rates to sterility in the strain backgrounds producing
0.6% and 1.5% mutations: 2.37 · 1026 and 2.27 · 1026,
respectively. This conﬁrms that the difference in the ob-
served dynamics of 0.6%- and 1.5%-effect sterile mutations
can be attributed to the differences in the ﬁtness effect and
not in the supply of mutations.
Adaptation is not mutation limited
If adaptation were mutation limited, sterile mutations
would occur at random times and increase in frequency at
a rate given by their ﬁtness advantage until they sweep to
ﬁxation (Ewens 2004). We would see sterile mutations  10
times more often in our big populations (although this is
a slight overestimate, since sterile mutants need to rise to
larger absolute numbers to be at a detectable 0.1% fre-
quency in big populations than in small). We would also
see them more than twice as often in BY populations than
in RM, since their probability of surviving genetic drift to
reach detectable frequencies is approximately proportional
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more quickly in our BY lines where they provide a larger
selective advantage.
None of these null expectations held true for our
populations. Rather, selective sweeps were rare, and clonal
interference was a far more likely fate for any particular
mutation. Sterile mutations were clearly not observed more
often in big populations; if anything, they were observed
more often as a fraction of the total number of lines in small
populations, although this difference is minor and not
statistically signiﬁcant (P ¼ 0.13, chi-square test). While
we observed steriles somewhat more frequently in BY than
in RM populations, the difference is much less than expected
given that 1.5%-effect mutations are more than twice as
likely to survive drift as 0.6%-effect mutations.
All of these observations, particularly the extensive obser-
vations of clonal interference, suggest that our populations
are in the regime where many beneﬁcial mutations occur and
spread simultaneously, as in many earlier experimental
studies (De Visser et al. 1999; Miralles et al. 1999; De Visser
and Rozen 2006; Desai et al. 2007; Gresham et al. 2008; Kao
and Sherlock 2008; Miller et al. 2011). In this regime, muta-
tion rapidly generates variation in ﬁtness within a population
(Desai and Fisher 2007; Desai et al. 2007; Rouzine et al.
2008). Where within this background of variation a given
mutation (and future competing mutations) falls can slow
down or speed up the spread of a given mutation and de-
termine its ultimate fate (Desai and Fisher 2007; Park and
Krug 2007; Fogle et al. 2008; Park et al. 2010). To investigate
these effects further, we conducted a more detailed analysis
of the dynamics of each observed sterile mutation.
Parameterization of mutational trajectories
In addition to the distribution of fates of sterile mutations
across our four propagation regimes, the speciﬁct r a j e c t o r yo f
each mutation contains quantitative information about the
dynamics of adaptation in each individual population. To-
gether, this illustrates the role of genetic variation on the
emergence and fate of beneﬁcial mutations. To access this
information, we described the trajectory of each observed
Figure 2 Spontaneous sterile mutations experienced one of four general fates. The top row illustrates a hypothetical scenario that could produce each
of the four types of dynamics. Below each illustration are ﬁve representative examples of each dynamic. For each experimental population, the frequency
of sterile mutants is shown as a function of time and the populations are identiﬁed by their systematic names (Figure S1). Note the logarithmic y-axis. (A)
The simplest case is a selective sweep. (B) More commonly, sterile mutations are outcompeted by more ﬁt lineages, a process known as clonal
interference. (C) In some cases we observed the reemergence of steriles after clonal interference. This could occur either by a second sterile mutation
(as shown in the illustration at the top) or by an additional beneﬁcial mutation arising in the original sterile lineage. (D) Long-term maintenance of sterile
mutations at a given frequency could indicate the action of frequency-dependent selection, where the difference in ﬁtness between the sterile and
nonsterile subpopulations is a function of the frequency of the subpopulations. This phenomenon is currently being explored and will be reported
elsewhere.
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scribed the exponential spread of steriles through a population
with two parameters: tup, the time at which steriles are initially
observed upon reaching a frequency of 0.1%; and sup,t h e
initial exponential rate of increase (the “upslope”). Similarly,
we parameterized the decline of steriles in a population by the
time at which the sterile fell below detectable frequencies,
tdown,a n db yt h e“downslope,” sdown. We denote the maximum
frequency ever reached by the sterile mutation by %max (note
that %max is an underestimate if the sterile frequency is still
increasing at the end of our experiment). For populations with
more complex dynamics involving multiple upslopes and/or
downslopes, we compute the multiple values of these param-
eters and distinguish between them with subscripts.
The emergence of sterile mutations
We begin by considering the initial rate of spread of sterile
mutations (the upslope, sup). The null expectation is that the
distribution of sup will reﬂect the ﬁtness advantage provided
by sterility. This is expected if sterile mutations occur in
populations that lack variation in ﬁtness. In the presence
of other genetic variation, however, the initial rate at which
the sterile mutation accumulates, sup, measures the ﬁtness of
the individual containing this sterile mutation relative to the
mean ﬁtness in the population at that time (Figure 5A). This
tells us where within the background of genetic variation
the mutation occurred.
To measure the ﬁtness effect of sterile mutations alone,
we isolated spontaneous steriles derived from the ancestral
strains and measured their ﬁtness under the experimental
conditions (sste, gray bars in Figure 5B). The distributions
of sste show some variation centered on 0.6% and 1.5%,
respectively. This variation is substantially larger than the
errors in our ﬁtness measurements and presumably reﬂects
biological variation due to the fact that not all sterile muta-
tions have precisely the same effect.
Table 1 Mutation rate to sterility (aFR) in ancestral strains
Straina Clone Mutation rate to aFR (·1026 per generation)





A–E combined 2.37 (2.03–2.73)
Average 6 SD 2.37 6 0.22





A–E combined 2.27 (1.94–2.62)
Average 6 SD 2.28 6 0.40
yGIL104 (Lang and Murray 2008) 5.86 (5.46–6.28)
DBY15084 (Lang et al. 2009) 2.79 (2.24–3.38)
a The strains used in this experiment (DBY15104 and DBY15105) as well as the strain DBY15084 were derived from yGIL104. The silent mating
cassette (HMLa) is present only in yGIL104. All of these strains can become resistant to aF by mutation; however, yGIL104 can also become
resistant to aF by mating-type switching or by expression of the silent mating cassette. The rate of aF resistance in this strain is 5.86 · 1026,
suggesting that in HMLa strains, the rate of production of aF-resistant strains, by way of mating-type switching or by expression of the silent
mating cassette, is  3.5 · 1026.
Figure 3 The distribution of fates
of spontaneous sterile mutations.
(A) The number of lines in each
propagation regime in which ster-
ile mutations were observed dur-
ing the course of the experiment.
Steriles were observed more fre-
quently in small populations and
when they confer a larger selective
advantage. “No data available”
refers to populations that were
lost or that changed in a way that
prohibited the detection of ster-
iles. (B) The frequency of different
types of dynamics among the lines
where steriles were observed. In the larger populations, more of the trajectories remain unresolved over the 1000 generations of our experiment. This
reﬂects the longer timescales for the spread of mutants in larger populations, but the trends in these unresolved trajectories are consistent with the rest of
the data.
Genetic Variation and the Fate of Beneﬁcial Mutations 653In Figure 5B, we compare our null expectation (gray
bars) to the actual distribution of upslopes in our four
propagation regimes (orange bars). We see that the null
expectation is clearly incorrect: in all four regimes steriles
initially accumulated faster than would be expected given
the ﬁtness advantage provided by a sterile mutation alone,
indicating that only sterile mutations that occur in favor-
able genetic backgrounds reach even modest frequencies in
the population. Strikingly, the average sup in all four
r e g i m e si ss i m i l a r(  2%), indicating that the initial rate
at which steriles accumulate in the population does not
depend on whether the sterile mutations themselves pro-
vide a 1.5% or a 0.6% ﬁtness advantage.
Genetic variation and the emergence
of beneﬁcial mutations
This observation points to the underlying variation as the
determinant of sup: we infer that those sterile mutations that
survive and accumulate occurred in cells already more ﬁt
than most of the population as the result of the accumulat-
ing background genetic variation. Mutations conferring ste-
rility are only a small subset of possible beneﬁcial mutations,
so this genetic variation is similar regardless of the ﬁtness
advantage provided by the sterile mutation itself. In all pop-
ulations, genetic variation is quickly created and mutants
with an  2% ﬁtness advantage initially tend to be among
the most ﬁt in the population and thus increase in frequency.
We observe steriles when they combine with other muta-
tions to reach this threshold. Therefore, to be observed,
a sterile mutation conferring a 0.6% ﬁtness advantage must
occur in a ﬁtter background than one conferring a 1.5%
advantage: either farther out in the tail of the ﬁtness distri-
bution or at times when genetic variation is higher (occa-
sionally a sterile mutation may occur ﬁrst, and then other
genetic variation develops around it; this is not inconsistent
with our discussion, but it is presumably rare because ster-
iles represent a small fraction of possible beneﬁcial muta-
tions, and there are many populations where we never
observe them at all). Thus while the ﬁtness advantage pro-
vided by the sterile mutation inﬂuences the probability it
will reach a high enough frequency to be observed, the
ﬁtness advantage of the clones containing the sterile muta-
tions and hence the subsequent dynamics are almost inde-
pendent of the advantage provided by the sterile mutation
itself.
Note that in a few cases a sterile mutation will occur in a
very ﬁt individual in the background where it provides a 1.5%
Figure 5 The distribution of sup and the role of genetic
variation. (A) A three-dimensional representation of a ster-
ile trajectory (in this case, involving clonal interference)
showing that sup is a measure of the ﬁtness of the sterile
lineage relative to the population mean ﬁtness at the time
the sterile mutation arose. That is, sup is the sum of the
ﬁtness of the background in which the sterile mutation
occurred and of the ﬁtness advantage provided by the
sterile mutation itself. (B) The distribution of ﬁtness
effects of the sterile mutation alone in the ancestral back-
ground (sste, gray bars) centers on 0.6% (top) and 1.5%
(bottom) in the RM and BY lines, respectively. In all four
regimes, however, the initial rate of spread of sterile
mutations (sup, orange bars) is faster than can be explained
by the effect of the sterile mutation alone, sup .
sste (P ¼ 2.5 · 1027, 2.7 · 1023, 4.4 · 1029, and 2.6 ·
1023, for 0.6% small Ne, 1.5% small Ne, 0.6% big Ne, and
1.5% big Ne, respectively, two-tailed t-test, unequal vari-
ance). Surprisingly, the distribution of sup is independent
of the ﬁtness advantage of the sterile mutation itself (P ¼
0.66 and P ¼ 0.13 for the hypothesis that sup depends on
ﬁtness for big and small Ne, respectively, two-tailed t-test,
unequal variance). The eight populations in which steriles swept to ﬁxation are indicated by open blue circles; three of these have sup . 4%. The open
circles and horizontal bars indicate the means and standard deviations of the distributions.
Figure 4 A schematic of a clonal interference trajectory illustrating the
parameters measured for each trajectory. The initial spread of steriles is
characterized by the time at which steriles initially reach 0.1% (tup)a n d
the initial exponential (linear in log space) rate of increase (sup). Simi-
larly, the purging of steriles is characterized by sdown and tdown.T h e
maximum height of the trajectory is %max. Not all parameters were
extracted from each trajectory, and for some trajectories, multiple val-
ues for a given parameter were obtained where possible and are
denoted by subscripts. The full list of extracted parameters is available
in Figure S1 and Table S1.
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than would be attainable if the sterile provided only a 0.6%
advantage. This means that the maximum rates of increase of
steriles across all 531 lines were observed in populations
where steriles provide a 1.5% advantage, and correspond-
ingly steriles ﬁx only in these populations; we discuss this
further below. This happens rarely, however, and in the
typical population the dynamics are indeed independent of
the ﬁtness advantage provided by the sterile mutation itself.
Presumably underlying genetic variation takes some time
to develop and may ﬂuctuate over time. The initial upslope
of steriles, however, is only very weakly correlated with the
time in which that sterile mutation arose, and in fact the
upslopes for steriles that arise early on in the experiment are
if anything slightly larger than those that arise late (Figure
6). This indicates that the underlying genetic variation that
drives our observations about the distributions of upslopes is
generated within at most  100 generations and does not
experience signiﬁcant systematic changes over the duration
of our 1000-generation experiment.
The most successful mutations are the luckiest
We have thus far drawn a clear distinction between “successful”
sterilemutationsthatexperienceselectivesweepsandthosethat
fallvictimtoclonalinterference.Evenamongthosesterilemuta-
tions destined for elimination by clonal interference, there is
substantial variation in their overall success, as measured by
the maximum frequency they attain in the population, %max
(Figure 7A). As might be expected, those mutations that reach
the highest frequencies in our populations tend to be those that
had the highest initial upslopes—that is, sup and %max are posi-
tively correlated (Figure 7B). This observation makes sense in
termsoftheroleofunderlyinggeneticvariation:thosemutations
that have the largest sup a r et h o s et h a to c c u r r e di nt h eb e s t
genetic backgrounds, and thus they were able to reach higher
frequencies before the mean ﬁtness of the rest of the population
outstrippedthem.Inotherwords,themostsuccessfulmutations
a r et h o s et h a tw e r el u c k yt oo c c u ri nt h eb e s tg e n e t i cb a c k -
grounds; this is consistent with results from earlier work (Miller
et al. 2011).
Larger-effect mutations can attain higher frequency
Although the average sup is similar for the four propagation
regimes, nearly one-ﬁfth (12/62) of the 1.5%-effect mutations
Figure 7 The maximum frequency attained by sterile mutations, %max.( A )
The distribution of %max across the four regimes shows that sterile trajec-
tories attained greater frequency in smaller populations and when sterile
mutations confer a larger selective advantage. (B) There is a strong positive
correlation between sup and %max (P , 1025, Spearman's rank correlation
on the combined data). The black line is the best-ﬁt linear regression (Pear-
son's) to the data. Separating the data from RM and BY lines still produces
as i g n i ﬁcant positive correlation (P ¼ 0.0008 and P , 1025 for sste ¼ 0.6%
and 1.5%, respectively, Spearman's rank correlation). However, the best-ﬁt
line to the sste ¼ 1.5% data is shifted to a higher %max relative to the best-
ﬁtl i n et ot h esste ¼ 0.6% data. Sterile mutations with a higher ﬁtness
advantage, therefore, attain a higher %max.
Figure 6 The waiting time to the ﬁrst observation of sterile mutations,
tup1. (A) The distribution of tup1 shows that sterile mutations were initially
observed earlier in the small Ne populations (blue bars) than in big Ne
populations (yellow bars). (B) Late-occurring steriles spread slightly slower
than early-occurring steriles (P ¼ 0.0016, Spearman's rank correlation).
The black line is the best-ﬁt linear regression (Pearson's) to the data.
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other three propagation regimes combined only 1 of 156 pop-
ulations reached at least 50% sterile (Figure 7A). How does
one reconcile this discrepancy? Although the average upslopes
are similar in all four regimes, the variation in sup is greater in
the BY populations. Since %max is correlated to sup (Figure
7B), differences in upslopes can contribute to the %max in
the BY populations. Indeed, three of the eight BYS populations
that ﬁxed steriles have an sup . 4% (Figure 4D). The corre-
lation between sup and %max, however, accounts for only 40%
of the variation in %max, indicating that other factors contrib-
u t et os u p p r e s s i n gt h es p r e a do f0 . 6 % - e f f e c tm u t a t i o n s .T o
generate a sterile clone with ﬁtness 2% greater than the pop-
ulation mean, a 1.5%-effect sterile mutation could occur in
a population with less variation in ﬁt n e s st h a ni sn e e d e df o r
a 0.6%-effect sterile mutation. Since the rate of adaptation is
equal to the variance in ﬁtness within a population (Fisher
1930), increased variation in RM populations will more rap-
idly slow the spread of the sterile lineage. We show below that
it is indeed the case that 0.6%-effect sterile mutations are
observed to emerge from the population at times when the
genetic variation is high. This bias explains why smaller-effect
mutations are more susceptible to competing beneﬁcial muta-
tions and are less likely to reach high frequency.
Genetic variation and the dynamics of selective sweeps
We observed selective sweeps in eight populations from the
small population size lines where steriles confer a 1.5%
advantage. We expect that genetic variation in ﬁtness at
the time the sterile mutation arose should affect the
dynamics of the subsequent selective sweeps (Figure 8A).
Speciﬁcally, if all cells in the population were equally ﬁta t
the time of the sterile mutation, the ﬁtness difference be-
tween the steriles and nonsteriles will be approximately
constant throughout the duration of the sweep. This means
that the rate of change of the log ratio of steriles to non-
steriles should be constant ove rt h ec o u r s eo ft h es w e e p .I n
contrast, if genetic variation is present, the difference in
ﬁtness between the steriles and nonsteriles will decrease
during the sweep as the lower-ﬁtness nonsteriles are
purged from the population (note that lower-ﬁtness ster-
iles will also be purged, but compared to the nonsteriles,
ﬁtness variation is likely to be small in the sterile subpop-
ulation due to its recent bottleneck and corresponding
small initial population size).
To distinguish between these two possibilities, we ﬁt the
trajectories of the selective sweeps to models assuming
either uniform or decreasing ﬁtness of the steriles relative to
the rest of the population (Figure 8B and Figure S2). For six
of the eight populations, the ﬁtness advantage of the sterile
mutants declines over time, until near the end of the sweep
the steriles are spreading at a rate consistent with them
competing against a nonsterile subpopulation similar in ﬁt-
ness to the background in which the sterile mutation arose
(Figure 8C, solid lines). This is consistent with the sterile
mutation arising in a very favorable genetic background and
initially increasing at a rate much faster than the sterile
mutation alone would allow. For the other two populations
the ﬁtness of the steriles is constant, consistent with the
sterile mutation alone arising in a population without exten-
sive genetic variation, for example on the heels of a strong
selective sweep (Figure 8C, dashed lines). Of the 531 pop-
ulations analyzed in this study, these are the only two con-
sistent with simple models of adaptation where a beneﬁcial
mutation arises and sweeps through an otherwise isogenic
population.
Figure 8 Schematic of a selective sweep. (A) A schematic of a selective
sweep showing that, unlike with clonal interference, the sterile mutation
initially occurs in a highly ﬁt individual and is never outrun by another
lineage. If, at the time the sterile mutation arose, there was variation in
ﬁtness within the population, the relative ﬁtness of the sterile lineage will
decrease during the sweep as the mean ﬁtness of the nonsterile
subpopulation increases. By the end of the sweep, the sterile lineage
will be competing against a population similar in ﬁtness to the
background in which the sterile mutation arose. (B) An example of
a selective sweep, shown as the change in the log ratio of steriles to
nonsteriles over time ﬁt to a linear model (corresponding to a constant
relative ﬁtness of the sterile lineage) and a power law model (corre-
sponding to a decreasing relative ﬁtness of the sterile lineage). Similar
plots for the other seven sweep populations are shown in Figure S2. (C)
The change in the relative ﬁtness of the sterile lineage relative to the
population mean ﬁtness can be evaluated at any point by calculating
the derivative of the best power-law ﬁt to the data. The initially fast
increase slows to a value similar to the ﬁtness provided by the sterile
mutation alone, sste, by the end of the sweep. Populations 1–8 are
BYS1-A07, -A08, and -F05 and BYS2-C03, -C06, -D06, -D07, and -E03,
respectively.
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The rate at which steriles spread typically slows down over
time, as the mean ﬁtness of the rest of the population
increases due to selection on existing variation or new
mutations. This leads to either a slowing down of a selective
sweep or clonal interference. Clonal interference occurs when
the mean ﬁtness of the population oustrips that of the sterile
clone, and the rate of spread of the steriles becomes negative.
This can occur either because the sterile mutation was never
the most-ﬁt individual in the population (i.e., existing varia-
tion) or because subsequent mutations outstripped it (i.e.,
new mutations). In the case of a selective sweep, the sterile
mutation generally occurs in a very favorable genetic back-
ground and thus increases in frequency much faster than the
sterile mutation alone would allow. During the sweep, the
nonsterile subpopulation increases in ﬁtness relative to the
sterile subpopulation, but never outstrips it. The rate of in-
crease of the steriles therefore declines over time (Figure 8C).
Our results show that although selective sweeps and clonal
interference are strikingly different outcomes from the point of
view of a particular mutation, they are both special cases of
how individual new mutations interact with the existing
variation in the population. The difference between sweeps
and clonal interference is, in this view, largely determined by
where within the distribution of underlying variation the cell
that acquires the sterile mutation lies. A sweep will be likely
only if the sterile mutation occurs in a very ﬁt cell; if the sterile
mutation occurs in a less ﬁt cell, a sweep is unlikely and clonal
interference is the most probable outcome. This reinforces the
importance of underlying genetic variation and stands in
contrast to the traditional viewpoint of clonal interference as
a phenomenon caused mainly by later mutations (Gerrish and
Lenski 1998; Wilke 2004).
The tempo of adaptation
Many previous experiments in a variety of microbes have
measured the rate of adaptation during long-term evolution
experiments. These methods have typically involved direct
measurements of the mean ﬁtness of the populations over
time. The trajectories of individual sterile mutations give us
an alternative way to measure the speed of adaptation. As
illustrated in Figure 9A, the parameters sup, sdown, and %max
provide a measure of the ﬁtness of the sterile subpopulation
relative to the population mean ﬁtness at speciﬁed times.
Speciﬁcally, sup records how far ahead of the population
mean ﬁtness the sterile subpopulation was at the time at
which steriles ﬁrst reached 0.1% (tup), sdown records how
far behind the population mean ﬁtness the sterile subpopu-
lation was when it returned to 0.1% (tdown), and %max is
reached at a time tmax when the ﬁtness of the sterile sub-
population is equal to the population mean ﬁtness. It follows
that the average speed of mean ﬁtness increase over the time
in which steriles were detectable is (sup 1 sdown)/ttransit,
where ttransit ¼ tdown – tup.
Figure 9 Rate of mean ﬁtness increase. (A) A schematic of
a clonal interference trajectory relating the parameters sup,
sdown, and %max in terms of the ﬁtness of the sterile sub-
population relative to the mean ﬁtness of the population.
The average speed of mean ﬁtness increase is (sup 1
sdown)/ttransit, where ttransit ¼ tdown – tup. If the speed of
mean ﬁtness increase is constant, the trajectory will be
symmetrical with sup ¼ sdown and %max occurring equidis-
tant between tup and tdown. Asymmetry indicates either
the slowing down (sdown , sup) or speeding up (sdown .
sup) of the speed of mean ﬁtness increase. (B) The average
rate of mean ﬁtness increase during the transit time of the
sterile lineage, as inferred from the 51 high-quality clonal
interference trajectories, color coded by propagation re-
gime (top) and acceleration of mean ﬁtness increase (bot-
tom). (C) The rate of adaptation for 12 of the 51
populations for which standard (competitive ﬁtness assay)
measurements of mean ﬁtness over time were available.
This independent method of calculating the speed of
mean ﬁtness increase is consistent with the estimate of
1%/100 generations as estimated from the trajectories.
(D) Relationship between sup and sdown in populations in
which we observed 0.6%-effect sterile mutations; note
the excess of trajectories in which the speed of mean
ﬁtness increase is slowing down. (E) Relationship between
sup and sdown in populations in which we observe 1.5%-
effect sterile mutations; these are not biased in terms of
changes in mean ﬁtness increase.
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ments for both sup and sdown, we used this method to calcu-
late the speed of mean ﬁtness increase. We ﬁnd that in all
four regimes, mean ﬁtness increases by  1% per 100 gen-
erations (Figure 9B). We compared these results to direct
measurements of the changes in mean ﬁtness of a subset of
our populations every 140 generations (including 12 of the
51 populations shown in Figure 9B), as measured with stan-
dard competitive ﬁtness assays (see Materials and Methods).
The rate of adaptation as measured by these direct growth
rate assays is consistent with our estimates from the trajec-
tories themselves (Figure 9C).
Using our results, we can also investigate changes in the
rate of adaptation during the time that a sterile mutation
was present in our populations. If the speed of mean ﬁtness
increase is constant during this time, we expect that
a trajectory in which sterile mutations underwent clonal
interference should be symmetrical, with sup ¼ sdown and
with %max occurring at the halfway point in the trajectory
(as shown in Figure 9A). On the other hand, differences in
sup and sdown indicate that the speed of mean ﬁtness increase
has not been constant over the duration of the trajectory:
sdown . sup implies that mean ﬁtness increase is speeding up,
and sdown , sup implies that it is slowing down.
In Figure 9, D and E, we show the relationship between
sup and sdown for each trajectory. We see that there is sub-
stantial variation in whether the rate of adaptation is speed-
ing up or slowing down between individual populations.
Changes in the speed of mean ﬁtness increase indicate
changes in the variation of ﬁtness within the population
(Fisher 1930). Not only is genetic variation important in
determining the fate of individual beneﬁcial mutations,
but also this variation itself ﬂuctuates according to the sto-
chastic nature of mutational events.
What is the signiﬁcance of these ﬂuctuations? The fate of
individual beneﬁcial mutations depends on whether they
happen to occur at times of high or low variability. Small-
effect mutations require more underlying genetic variation
to produce a clone with the same ﬁtness as a large-effect
mutation. This results in an observation bias in that 0.6%-
effect mutations tend to be observed at times of expanded
genetic variation (i.e., when the mean ﬁtness increase is fast
and will likely slow down in the future, Figure 9D) relative
to 1.5%-effect mutations. As described above, this bias can
explain why 1.5%-effect sterile mutations attain a higher
%max compared to 0.6%-effect sterile mutations, despite
similar distributions of sup.
It is a useful analogy to consider this process of
adaptation as a traveling wave of ﬁtness, where transient
increases in the width of the traveling wave result in
a concomitant increase in the speed of mean ﬁtness increase,
which in turn reduces the variation in ﬁtness in the
population. The stochastic nature of mutation, and the
distribution of ﬁtness effects of these mutations, regulates
the breathing and faltering progression of the traveling
wave.
Aggregates and dispersive cell pellets
During the course of the 1000-generation evolution, we
noted several phenotypic changes other than sterility that
arose spontaneously in our populations. These included
aggregations of cells in a few of our lines and dispersive cell
pellets in others.
Cell aggregates in a few evolving lines were ﬁrst observed
during ﬂow cytometry and were veriﬁed by microscopy. Fig-
ure 10A shows examples of cell morphologies in these ag-
gregating populations. We observed aggregation in 52
populations across the four regimes. Note that many of these
populations were excluded from the analysis of the dynam-
ics of sterile mutations since aggregates that arose early in
the evolution prohibited quantitative assessment of sterile
frequencies by ﬂow cytometry (these populations fall into
the “no data available” category in Figure 3). Nevertheless,
we did observe sterile aggregates in 6 populations. There are
two ways in which this could occur: sterility arose ﬁrst,
followed by aggregation, or vice versa. Figure 10B shows
an example of each. Both the top images (light microscopy)
and the bottom images (ﬂuorescence) were taken on the
same ﬁeld of cells following aF induction. On the basis of
the presence of three cell types (ancestral, aggregates, and
sterile aggregates) in population RMB1-D10 we can infer
that the mutation conferring aggregation occurred ﬁrst
and that the sterile mutation arose in this background. Con-
versely, for population RMB1-G05, the presence of steriles
and sterile aggregates (but not nonsterile aggregates) indi-
cates that the sterile mutation occurred ﬁrst and that the
aggregate mutation occurred in the sterile background.
For 4 of the 6 populations where sterile aggregates were
observed, the aggregate mutation occurred ﬁrst (Figure 8C).
During the evolution experiment, the 96-well plates were
not shaken (although they were mixed at each dilution),
making it possible for spatial structuring to emerge (Figure
11). For two of the eight 96-well plates (BYS1 and BYB1) we
imaged the cell pellets prior to mixing and dilution, approx-
imately every 140 generations (Figure S3). In general, pellet
size increased during the 1000-generation experiment.
Among these 144 populations we observed 17 with dis-
persed pellet morphologies.
Both aggregation and dispersed pellet morphologies are
beneﬁcial in our propagation regime. In the small Ne pop-
ulations, when these phenotypes were observed, they swept
to ﬁxation (Figure S3). The same is true for aggregates in
the big Ne populations. Abnormal pellet morphologies, how-
ever, frequently arise and are outcompeted at the big pop-
ulation size. By contrast, the sterile mutations ﬁx only in the
small Ne populations and are almost always outcompeted at
either population size (there is, of course, an observational
bias here, in that steriles can be detected at much lower
frequencies than aggregates of dispersed pellet morpholo-
gies). We identiﬁed several examples of the rise of these
other alternative phenotypes and the concomitant loss of ster-
iles by clonal interference (Figure S4). These observations
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steriles and that aggregates are more ﬁt than either of those
in our propagation regime.
The utility of mutation-tracking experiments
Most long-term evolution experiments focus retrospectively
on a small number of successful clones. These studies are
informative in determining which mutations confer a selec-
tive advantage, whether the order of mutations matters, and
how many pathways to adaptation exist for a given condi-
tion. Some aspects of the dynamics of evolution can be
gleaned from these studies. Measuring ﬁtness at several
time points reveals the average rate of adaptation, and
measuring the ﬁtness of many clones at a given time point
provides a snapshot of genetic variation within the popula-
tion. Many of the details of the dynamics, however, are not
accessible to this type of analysis.
The mutation-tracking experiment presented here provides
an alternative strategy to studying evolutionary dynamics that,
in many ways, is the opposite of the retrospective approach:
rather than analyze the successful clones emerging from the
population, we track a subset of beneﬁcial mutations whether
they are successful or not. We contend that mutation-tracking
experiments, especially when combined with high-throughput
maintenance of a large number of parallel cultures, provide
a way of addressing aspects of the evolutionary process
inaccessible to previous methods.
Although mutation-tracking experiments can, in princi-
ple, be done with any mutation (or class of mutation) for
which a reporter system can be devised, sterility in yeast is
in many ways an ideal system. The mutation rate to sterility
is high enough that we see steriles regularly, but not so high
as to often result in multiple steriles arising and spreading
simultaneously. The ﬁtness advantage of steriles is known
and can be modulated. The phenotype can be selected for in
the presence of aF; this allows for mutation rate estimation
by ﬂuctuation assays, for the isolation of spontaneous sterile
mutations in the ancestral background, and provides a
Figure 11 Selection for dispersed cell pellet morphologies. Six examples
of heritable changes in cell pellet morphology from plates BYS1 and BYB1
are shown. Imaged cell pellets from all 144 populations on these two
plates are shown in Figure S3.
Figure 10 Selection for cell aggregation. (A) Examples of
cell morphologies in four populations after 1000 gen-
erations. The top panels correspond to light images of
each population and the bottom panels are ﬂuorescence
images of the same populations following 6 hr of aFi n -
duction. Population RMS1-A05 retained the ancestral
phenotype with respect to sterility and aggregation,
BYS2-E03 ﬁxed a sterile mutation, and BYS2-A11 and
RMB1-A02 evolved aggregation. Aggregation was ob-
served in 52 populations across the four regimes (note
that many of these populations were excluded from the
analysis of the dynamics of sterile mutations and fall into
the “no data available” category in Figure 3 since aggre-
gation interferes with the quantiﬁcation of sterile fre-
quencies). Nevertheless, we observed sterile aggregates
in 6 populations. (B) Two examples of sterile aggregates.
Both the top images (light microscopy) and the bottom
images (ﬂuorescence) were taken on the same ﬁeld of
cells following aF induction. There are two ways in which
sterile aggregates can arise: sterility ﬁrst or aggregation
ﬁrst. On the basis of the presence of three cell types
(ancestral, aggregates, and sterile aggregates) in popula-
tion RMB1-D10 we can infer that the mutation conferring
aggregation occurred ﬁrst and that the sterile mutation
arose in this background. Conversely, for population
RMB1-G05, the presence of steriles and sterile aggre-
gates (but not nonsterile aggregates) indicates that the
sterile mutation occurred ﬁrst and that the aggregate mutation occurred in the sterile background. (C) For 4 of the 6 populations where sterile
aggregates were observed, the aggregate mutation occurred ﬁrst.
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aF induction (necessary to induce the ﬂuorescent reporter in
the nonsterile cells) has the ancillary beneﬁt of extending
the dynamic range of detection and allowing observation of
trajectories at low frequency, when many of the important
dynamics are occurring. Increasing the induction time be-
yond 6 hr can further extend this dynamic range (Figure
1B). We commented in several places above regarding ob-
servation biases in the current experiment, namely that we
observe steriles only when they fall in favorable back-
grounds. Extending the dynamic range could reveal very
low-frequency steriles in the population and perhaps reveal
more details of the dynamics of adaptation. Continued care-
ful measurement of these trajectories, combined with a sen-
sible interpretation of their meaning, has the potential to
greatly improve our understanding of the dynamics of ad-
aptation over short timescales.
In this article, we have used the details of the trajecto-
ries of sterile mutants to show how genetic variation plays
an essential role in the evolutionary dynamics of each
mutation. A variety of recent experimental work has shown
that in large populations beneﬁcial mutations can be very
common (De Visser et al. 1999; Miralles et al. 1999; Joseph
and Hall 2004; De Visser and Rozen 2006; Desai et al.
2007; Gresham et al. 2008; Kao and Sherlock 2008; Miller
et al. 2011), which has led to a focus on the dynamics of
individual new mutations and the competition between
them (Gerrish and Lenski 1998; Wilke 2004; Desai and
Fisher 2007). Our results show that the collective formation
of genetic variation due to all these new mutations inﬂuences
the fate of any one of them. Although adaptation by new
mutations vs. adaptation from standing genetic variation are
sometimes thought of as distinct mechanisms (Barrett and
Schluter 2008), we have found that even in initially clonal
populations, new mutations can generate variation rapidly
enough (even while selection acts) to strongly inﬂuence the
dynamics of adaptation. Together, our observations paint
a picture of the importance of underlying variation in deter-
mining the fate of individual beneﬁcial mutations, whose dy-
namics are determined by how well they piggyback on
existing variation and how quickly they are outcompeted by
it.
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